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midnight

He had been aware of a voice – it seemed a voice, there and not
there, wavering, now near, now far, like a quality of the darkness
– a circumambience that might possess being but no centre, a
function of space and yet not space, as sound is a function of the
drum and yet not the drum. He could see nothing, naturally, but
knew himself suspended somewhere, at some great height, above
the incomprehensible tumult perhaps, breathing darkness.

An interval ago there had been the sense that he had drowned
– the wavering had achieved a vibration which it was not easy to
tell whether he had been hearing, no, or merely feeling; it existed
all around and through him. It could have been that he was
himself the source and author of this sound, its locus and centre,
that with his end it too would end. Then he had stopped knowing,
feeling; nothingness had supervened, for the duration of which
he had lost even the sense of immaterial suspension. It was an
interval merely. Now looking back he saw that he had not
drowned; though continuing to perish his body was surely alive,
maybe kicking. Without effort he could distinguish this previous
state from the suspended nothingness which dwelled in him,
there and not there, rippling with the sound of subterranean
water, the pebbly sound of raindrops, ashen, rasping, horripilating,
the rasp, sodden air, dead leaves dead in his nostrils, swelling
retreating, so that in the still darkness its prowling roar seemed to
disclose measures of an unseen and terrible space whose quiver-
ing cavities relayed echoes to further terribly trembling spaces
there and not there.

By these means he knew that he lingered after all in some finite
space; that the end though surely close was yet to come. But the
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feeling of suspension, of distance from the tumult, persisted. It
seemed to him that he was by turns centre or edge or limit of this
migrant space, cold, but finite. And now that he wished to re-
enter the tumult this space bellied around him like the curve of
sky. In darkness limited by threshold sound he was this space,
pregnant now it seemed too with a quality of light, a brilliance. He
strained after a measure with which to comprehend this space,
this darkness, but in face of the radiance the register faded to
insignificance. He could not use his mind; he had lost that power.

He felt afraid, an apprehension which he had not before the
interval or immediately after it felt. A fear of what, or whom – and
why? In vain he tried to get back, but irreversibly this power was
now denied him. Then he knew that he was going to die. By
means of the void around and through him he tried to utter this
into the darkness that was left of himself. But his tongue had filled
his mouth, already dead.

It seemed that he was spinning in this void, that it was radiant,
spinning; that the endless instant was shrieking with a vertiginous
mad sourcelessness:

A legend, Lho, even though apt, is truth only from a certain
plane.

He could no longer answer; he had taken the world with him,
uncomprehending.

As though stricken in urgent utterance the lips were parted.
Beneath the cooing of wood-pigeons the bell-like chant: a se-
quence of notes, first three, then two, that barely echoed in the
memory before, from a different position but always solicitously
close, the chant went up again. Caught on an invisible thread a
withered leaf turned. Turned and turned, languorous. A shower
of others held the dew like stars in his damp hair and on his
shoulders or floated in the gloom. The woods rattled with the
pebbly sound of raindrops falling on the sodden carpet under-
foot. Beneath a halo of fresh glistening cobweb Lho, alternately
centre or edge or limit of this sound, hung in a dreadful stillness.
Solemn as eternity the ash thrust its crown into the forest roof.
Gravity, inertia, the conjoined sheets taut between cruel stresses;
for typically Lho had inserted the nether end to a vagrant root
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some distance off – an elaboration as characteristic as it was subtle
– and interposed a single coil around the branch between his
weight and the point of greatest strain. The logic implicit in the
final image would, I think, have pleased him. I grab the dangling
body; it swings towards me, kicking, remote to the end. I shriek:

A man may perceive the error of God and yet not budge, Lho,
it’s so easy to father a legend!

As slowly the corpse pivots.
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8.30–9.47

Then the constable is on his island jewelled in the morning sun.
The constable is not on his island, but on the pavement

walking – heavy, from the hips, bent forward, looking down. I
follow him. I tear Sean’s postcard up and throw it into the waste-
bin outside Marks and Spencers. It drops in four equal fragments.
There is already a banana peel there and Sean’s balled-up blue
notepaper. Then the constable is on his island, jewelled, as
though he’d never left it. Sean’s balled-up blue notepaper is in my
hand as I cross the zebra, cross the pregnant woman crossing the
zebra, whose back appears in the show window of the butcher’s
with the distance opening between us. And there is the constable
mopping his brow. Though the sun has suddenly gone and the
light is grey-green now the constable mops his brow and pivots
towards Trwyn Mawr, looking up the hill. And then he leans
over, listening to the pregnant woman, and together they look in
my direction. I gain the pavement observing them in the butch-
er’s window, wondering, but not for long, since the constable
merely grins and the woman waddles on. And is the constable
looking up the hill?

The constable is looking towards the hill, beyond the round-
about, at nothing in particular.

And the man in the Mini-van – is he dead?
It is thought that the man in the Mini-van died on the spot.

Some time will elapse though, before the wreckage is cleared.
The man in the Mini-van did not die on the spot. Titch, return-
ing, says so. It is known that the fragments of flesh were twitching
still, convulsively, as he was borne into the ambulance. Though
it is certain that he must be dead by now he is not known to be
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dead. It is known however that the van bore a Conway trade
name.

It cannot be said that the constable ever looks at nothing in
particular; he has been trained out of that. The constable looks
always definitely at something: at objects or persons, sometimes
discrete, more often in association. He is the centre of a visual
field, an aural frame in which, close at hand, a red Mini-van slips
into the traffic stream at the roundabout behind a cycling club –
yellow stripes and black pedalling down the hill – trafficator
flashing, flashing yet as the constable waves the van down at the
zebra before the youth in the khaki smock behind the wheel
could achieve a satisfactory acceleration, gritting his teeth as on a
bit. Their eyes connect like buffers in the railway yard. The crowd
spills onto the zebra, interweaving. In the foreground of the aural
frame the sound of footsteps is like hailstones on zinc, louder
than the soughing of voices which, in turn, fills a wider aural
frame. In the Mini-van the eyes of the youth remain on those of
the constable, impatient, protesting, who though is looking
towards the hill, into the bronze eyes of the statue placed there by
an African government, weathered, bleached on brows, cheeks,
shoulders, its protuberances etched like highlights against the
grey rockface, against the patina of the figure itself. The doors of
the van are open; it is stacked to the roof. Only one door of the van
is open: the left rear door:

Banks Pr
Job Prin
Photo En
Commerci
The Camb
Somebody exclaims: O gay, taa!
Titch is not in the press room.
Then the van starts up and moves away.
Lho’s old designs, remember them – the ones he did of Bid –

remember?
Tom remembers, doesn’t remember, goes silent, embar-

rassed. Then asks: Seen Titch about them, then?
Titch’s out!
Titch’s there; down in the press room. He’s there.
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Tom’s playing the bloody goat, the bloody bleating goat. Why
should you listen to the bleat of a bloody goat Joss Banks, Job
Printer, Photo Engraver, Commercial Designer, Editor?

Because you’ve had it, Joss. Titch’s rolling in the lolly now;
Tom’s running the Record – that’s why.

My old swivel-chair, my old wallpaper blooming with damp,
my old office globe, dusty, Victorian amber, soft on the eyes,
where the world is three foot high, the whole room compacted –
the windows, desk, me, the floor, ceiling – in the globe’s convex-
ity. How masterful to rotate the earth with one’s fingertips – 50°
…60°…longitude east…80°…90°…100° to Gilbert Island 180°;
then back to 170°…160°…130° longitude west…120°…110°…
100°, Galapagos Islands 60°…the Amazon 40°…Equator…Torrid
zone…Alto Trombetas…the virgin forests of Guyana…

What I mean. Nobody’s using them or anything, I need them
Tom, they’re – you know – private like.

Sure, Joss, sure. Hang on a moment, Titch’ll be up in half a
mo’, half a mo’ he’ll be.

He’s dead!
No, Titch returning says he did not die; it is thought that he

might be twitching in anguish even now – the spasmic twitch of
life released from will.

But is he dead, then?
This is what the pregnant woman in the pink smock, beneath

the shoulder of the constable on the island, wants to know. The
incident is bad for her, she can be heard to say; she would not like
to tell her husband.

Where though, is the husband of the pregnant woman?
The husband of the pregnant woman has told her to await him

near the roundabout, on the roundabout, on one of the concave
benches below the flower boxes, from which she could look at the
traffic, the crowd, that statue of the great Welsh martyr which has
been presented – so the inscription reads – by an African govern-
ment to the people of Caedmon. Imperceptibly a red Mini-van
approaches the zebra, people swirling about it back and front.
Visible through the window a pair of hands, the cuffs of a khaki
smock, a raw young profile covered with pimples. The hair and
back of the head are cut off by the body of the van above which
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is the Woolworths sign, gold on a red ground, shades darker than
the colour of the van which, incredibly, is still crawling towards
the zebra. Figures crossing between the youth in the van and the
constable on the island cause the movements of the latter to
appear, at moments, ambivalent: the youth does not dare remove
his eyes. Too, from the concave seat below the flower boxes she
could see, along Pike Street, the obelisk and the sea – the obelisk,
the promenade, and the sea, more precisely speaking. Her hus-
band did not feel he wished to tire her with the long walk up the
hill for the tram station.

Everyone agrees that this walk is tiring. Besides which the
practically vertical ascent of the little tram groaning on its cables
would be too much for a pregnant woman; she couldn’t reason-
ably be expected to stand the gnashing, the grinding, the little
tram climbing, leaving below the workers’ cottages at the foot of
the hill, their purple roofs, cutting through fields dotted with
sheep, past areas of wild combed grass that seem smoking in the
wind, up the rock, penetrating the lashing wind which blows now
from remote horizons – powerful, silent, without resistance –
above the accustomed eyeline to define the bay in new perspec-
tives, Sweeley Street a row of jagged roofs crawling towards
unfamiliar vanishing points, towards the rocks; the Shore Road
and the Promenade bracing the bay, holding for two miles,
perhaps three, a rough parallel with the streets scored like wounds
across the face of the town, the town itself resolved into an orderly
pattern of roofs – orange, gold, black – bounded by the hills, the
river, the bay bulging inland in an expansive flat crescent pinned
at its ends to the twin spurs of Trwyn Mawr and Trwyn Bach.
Then Caedmon Castle, the bridge, the railway tunnel, mussel
banks black in the tide, white clusters marking caravan sites along
the west bank of the river, the Straits of Môn. Beetle Island, the
Isle of Môn, then the ocean, the North Atlantic – mediterranean
blue just now flecked with white, with diminutive breakers that
seem never to move. At the head of Sweeley Street, by the
roundabout, the traffic has condensed for the zebra, waiting – a
controlled crossing, a jewelled figure in the stream of pedestrians
immobile on an island. From the remotest distance, from the
Great Western Hotel, all is motion, advancing, receding, occupy-
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ing the main directions of his view though he cannot be unaware,
from moment to moment, of activity more close at hand, on
either side, at the heads of the zebra. He pivots, beckoning this
way and that to the crowd mainly concentrated, at this cool hour,
on the sunny side of the street.

And the rock itself looked at from Sweeley Street? From
Sweeley Street, from the roundabout where stands the bronze
figure of the Welsh martyr, the landward end of the rock pushes
all the houses up the slope into a gentle elevation not obvious for
the wood that clothes the foot of the spur, but which is violently
there, looking higher, in the layered formation of rockseams
rising and buckling out of the earth.

From Sweeley Street, from the roundabout, one does not
notice the vertical drop which the rock takes into the sea. From
Sweeley Street all that it is possible to see, substantially, is
Sweeley Street: from the Great Western to the rock, from the rock
to the Great Western. Along this stretch of street a cambridge-
blue delivery van is nosing its way out of Banks Mews laden with
the day’s deliveries. Banks Press, Job Printers, Photo Engravers,
Commercial Designers, The Cambrian Weekly Record. Near the
roundabout, at Pike Street, Sean leaps out of a fish-shop: Hey!
and his smell of stale beer nearly knocks me flat. Reflected in the
show window of the chemist’s opposite, the encounter – collision
it might more properly be called, for I spin about facing him –
looks like this: Two men meet at a corner on a busy street in a
seaside town, one not yet thirty, the other middle aged. The
younger man wears a gaberdine mac belted so tightly that he is
shaped rather like an up-ended cello, what with his broad shoul-
ders and the drainpipe slacks following the contour of his legs to
the broken-down black shoes. In one hand he carries a paper bag,
the other is in his pocket. Tall, fresh brooding face, gingery hair.
Talking to him the older man looks past his shoulder at their joint
reflections, their images steady as rocks in the stream of passers-
by. The pale blue anorak, the corduroys, the worn suede boots
which the older man wears are partly obscured by the silhouette
of his friend, who now opens the bag – there is a blue trade name
on it which from a distance (two widths of Sweeley Street) it is
impossible to read – and offers its contents, talking the while. The
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expression on his face likewise is not visible, but his movements
are earnest, even intense. His great mop of hair flutters occasion-
ally in the wind. The older man’s face is amiably incredulous;
from time to time he tosses his head sideways doubtingly,
amused. There is, however, something penetratingly watchful
about his expression, and this has stamped all his features with the
tired concentration sometimes observable among railway engine
drivers or airline pilots. Now his face breaks into a laugh which,
across the double width of Sweeley Street, is soundless.

The pregnant woman in the pink smock stops in front of the
chemist’s window just as a green double-decker pulling in to the
kerb causes the reflections there to vanish. Persons on the lower
deck of this bus can observe two men sharing the contents of a
paper bag, pedestrians moving behind them. The younger man is
not taken aback by unsympathetic laughter; he seems even to be
unaware of it. He is insisting: Don’t bother telling me the world’s
a lousy hole, I know when I’m licked all right.

Don’t be such a clot Sean, she’s sure to be back.
Because that’s what you said last time, remember – a rotten

lousy hole, remember?
And you’ll have a jolly little party afterwards and bash me

around a bit again.
Worse things happen to people for less you know, much

worse.
But you just can’t help inviting your friends around for a

bashing every now and then, can you! Bags of remorse to chew on
afterwards, eh?

Had enough of this bloody hole, that’s what it is, enough; don’t
know how you stand it. She’s felt it too, a long time – it had to
happen; I’m going home.

The double-decker grinds on; the mute play can again be
observed in the chemist’s window. But now the pregnant woman
in the pink smock gazes at a showcard of a luminous irregularly
pointed star in which colours glow and vanish in measured cycles
– an advertising gadget which has held her attention for some
minutes. Occasionally her eyes wander over the rest of the
showcase but without taking in the mass of feminine trivia
banked there almost to the ceiling; they return again and again to
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the kaleidoscopic colour burning itself to blackness in each point
of the star only to flower again as the cycle returns. Over her head,
in dozens of postures, a blonde figure appears, now in mink, now
in mist, now in a foamy bath, now reflected in a million mirrors,
now nude among floating bubbles, now her hair, her eyes, now
bare legs, pelvis bare, augmented breasts.

This is what the pregnant woman is wearing: pink and white,
not a pink, smock – white with pink stripes that shimmer and
seem wholly pink. But it isn’t a smock since she’s wearing
nothing under it, apparently; a sack rather, full, gathered, falling
from a cape with bits of lace around this cape and on the pockets.
No sleeves. Bare arms, pink and white. The pink stripes vibrating
discharge a complementary violet into the white so that at a
certain distance the garment isn’t, strictly speaking, white or pink,
but mauve. At various distances the pregnant woman therefore
wears a pink smock, a pink and white, or a mauve, depending on
the locus of observation.

From a locus by Masons the Shoe Shop, it can be anticipated
that the man now carelessly leaving the kerb will have an accident.

Without splitting hairs proximity can be said to make all the
difference in the case of the smock – pink, pink and white, mauve
– within a radius of sixty yards, eighty at most, beyond which of
course it becomes increasingly grey. But in the case of her shoes,
handbag, shopping-basket this is not so: within a reasonable
radius these remain the same plain grey, brown, gold, from any
point of view. From near at hand however the footwear proves to
be neither shoes nor slippers but a type of sneakers, creepers, or
moccasins made of imitation skin and not of leather at all as might
have been thought from farther away. Then the man leaving the
kerb some distance off with his eyes on the poster across the way
– the poster of a golden blonde – collides with a tramp bending
over the gutter intent apparently on recovering some discarded
trifle there. Why the bloody hell don’t you look where y’going?
This man’s face in the slanting sunlight seems lilac, of a chalky
texture.

What she sees reflected in the show window are the two men
chewing greedily, the older tossing the contents of the bag from
his palms to his mouth in an almost continuous manner. The
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preoccupation with the food causes him to seem off-hand; he
stares about casually, greeting this friend and that, while the food
apparently warms his insides, for presently he begins to eat less
ravenously and appears even to be attending to what the other is
saying.

Sean is saying: That’s a new caper she’s onto now you know –
swiping my frenchies whenever she chooses to skedaddle.

I mouth a shape that means: Bitch! but a shrimp pops out; I try
to catch it – only one hand is free, the other holds the paper bag
– it rolls off the kerb and comes to rest near the heels of a man
nearby – a tramp straddling the gutter. Simultaneously someone
stepping carelessly off the kerb, a man with a lilac complexion,
collides with this tramp; they embrace each other for support.
Why the bloody hell don’t you look where y’going? Then the
smell of sweat joins that of stale beer. The kerbstones, dimpled
rectangular blocks, are of granite from the Caedmon quarries.

Same’s last time, isn’t it – swiping my frenchies; I’ve had
enough, I won’t stand it anymore.

So I advise a clean break, that’s always best. It is impossible ever
to know another person really, especially a woman. It is the old
old problem – holding a woman is a creative act, he should realise,
for which few of us are particularly well equipped. But he regards
me defensively: the solution doesn’t appeal to him at all.

The Mini-van incredibly is still inching towards the row of
studs that marks the zebra. Now the fingers of the youth are
drumming against the door. In gaps between figures on the
crossing the youth can see two men, one in a gaberdine mac, the
other in a blue anorak, talking. Nearby a shabby figure straddling
the gutter examines the kerbstones, or even perhaps searches for
some trifle there.

Another bus pulling in across the way isolates us in the jumble
of the holiday crowd. A few paces off the constable can be heard
to object: What’s the use me being here? to the pregnant woman
in the pink smock – pink and white at this distance – who has
waddled onto the traffic island beside him and stands there
experimentally peering into the compact line of vehicles: If you
go skippin’ through movin’ traffic any’ow, eh? The woman looks
chastened; her very fair, freckled face reddens. The constable
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INTRODUCTION

VICTOR J. RAMRAJ

The Third Temptation (1968) is the second of Denis Williams’s two
novels – the first was Other Leopards (1963) – and it appears very
different in thematic and formal preoccupations. Other Leopards,
set in Johkara (a fictional version of the Sudan), explores the
search for identity of a self-divided West Indian in an imperial-
colonial context complicated by racial, cultural, and historical
particulars. The protagonists and most of the secondary charac-
ters divide between those from the formerly colonising powers
and those from the developing world. The Third Temptation, set in
Caedmon, a seaside resort in north Wales in the United King-
dom, concentrates on moral and spiritual issues in the context not
of colonial politics but of sensuality, passion, and betrayal. The
players, whether residents or visitors, are all Europeans. The
differences in form are even starker: in Other Leopards, though
there are occasional instances of stylistic experimentation with
poetic and stream-of-consciousness prose, the form is that of the
conventional novel. The Third Temptation is highly experimental.
Williams (who was as much a painter and anthropologist as a
writer), impatient with the inability of the novel form to capture
simultaneity (as the cinema or painting can do) and frustrated
with this constrictive linearity, turns with a sense of liberation to
multiple time sequences, multiple points of view, and multiple,
fast-changing loci, presented with no immediately obvious cohe-
sion, no apparently integrating connections. The result is a work
of fiction that challenges and may at times exasperate. But The
Third Temptation, though it does not have the easy accessibility
and the explicit postcolonial appeal of Other Leopards, is a work
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that rewards perseverance, deserving of recognition as a formida-
ble achievement and one of the Caribbean’s relatively small
number of accomplished avant-garde novels.

What initially appears to be the central incident in the three
hours of a summer morning that frames the time sequence of the
novel – the death of a young man in a traffic accident on Sweeley
Street in the business district of Caedmon – turns out to be
insignificant in itself. The young man remains unnamed and is
barely portrayed. This accident is the means by which Williams
introduces three contiguous relationships of unrequited and
unfulfilled love. The central relationship – a love triangle –
involves Joss (Joshua) Banks, the retired owner of a printing
works, Banks Press; Laurence Henry Owens (known by his
initialism, Lho), a commercial artist, one of Joss’s former staff;
and Lho’s wife, Bid. We learn that just under three years before
the present of the novel, Joss has seduced Bid and when Lho
discovers that the child she is bearing is not his, he hangs himself
in woods close to Caedmon. Joss subsequently marries Bid,
though on the day of the traffic accident they are estranged. Joss
is in fact on his way to his former business on a mission to recover
some of Lho’s artwork in an attempt to please Bid. On the basis
of this and some previous visits, Joss’s former colleagues com-
ment that he is “going to seed” (p. 73; all page references are to this
edition). There are hints that he may feel guilty about the role he
has played in Lho’s demise.

The second narrative involves Sean, a young man who, at the
time of the traffic accident, is chatting with Joss about his
girlfriend who has left him. Sean shows Joss a letter that he plans
to send to her in which he threatens to kill himself – a situation
that is evidently intended as a parallel to Lho’s suicide. We learn
that Joss had once attempted to seduce Sean’s girlfriend and he
now advises Sean to leave her, mocking the suicide threat and
cynically telling him that all he needs is an obligation-free,
occasional sexual diversion. But Sean insists that though she is “a
liar, thief, tramp” (p. 121), he loves her. At the end of the novel,
Sean is desperately looking for the letter which, on Joss’s advice,
he has crumpled up and thrown away. Joss’s mockery of the
suicide threat is notably hypocritical and even more unsympa-
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thetic than it seems, since he is later to confess (but not to Sean)
that he once nearly killed himself because of an unhappy
relationship.

The third narrative involves Joss again. At some point during the
three hours of the novel, he meets an attractive woman, Chloë –
whom he refers to, in conversation with Sean, as “the blonde
bitch” – in St. John’s Church. Chloë, “the Chronicle Girl” (p. 95),
is visiting Caedmon on behalf of her newspaper in a “Lobby Lud”
promotion.1 They compare experiences with their respective
spouses and other sexual partners, revealing much of themselves in
a compulsive Ancient-Mariner manner. They appear to be at-
tracted to each other, but after Joss’s initial attempt to seduce Chloë
he is reluctant to give in to her overtures, claiming loss of passion
with age. However, Joss may have something else on his mind. His
attempt to persuade Titch, his former number two, now the
manager of the printworks, to return Lho’s artwork has been
unsuccessful. Titch refuses, provokes Joss with a jibe about bad
conscience, and is pushed by a furious Joss into a vat in the foundry
where lead for type is being melted down. Titch is evidently
seriously injured, though not yet dead. These three narratives
outlined here have to be pieced together as in a jigsaw puzzle.

Through his portrayal of Joss, Williams explores the nature of
power and the powerful – his central concern in this novel. In
Other Leopards, it is political power that holds his attention. The
Afro-Guyanese protagonist, Lionel/Lobo Froad, is up against his
British boss, Hughie, who, he feels, humiliates him, and from
whom he attempts to emancipate himself by what may or may
not be a successful attempt to murder him. The power play at
work in The Third Temptation has to do with power among
individuals in the rush and stress of everyday lives.

Joss, as the former owner of the town’s newspaper, The
Cambrian Weekly, has dominated his staff and friends, intruding
on their personal and private lives. This naked use of power has
been challenged only by Lho, and it is he who introduces into the
narrative the motif of the three temptations of Christ, to which
the novel’s title refers. Praying in the Garden of Gethsemane,
Christ is tempted by Satan with the offer of power over the
kingdoms of the world should Christ worship him. Christ rejects
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this third temptation as he does the earlier temptations – the first
to make bread to satiate his hunger, the second to perform a great
stunt by spectacularly throwing himself off a mountain and being
saved by angels.2 Though Joss very explicitly rejects Lho’s inter-
pretation of this biblical episode, it has clearly found its way into
his consciousness. Lho sees satisfying hunger and giving in to
vanity as venial, but not the desire for power over others which
he sees as irrevocably linked with evil:

“Power? Whence is it offered or conferred? Who is the agent?
– a concept different from the other two, terrible in divine
implication; a true temptation, profoundly horrifying…. So he
clobbered to the inescapable conclusion that power and evil are
one – and divine. Yet he abjured it, feared it wherever he found
it… in anyone” (p. 62; emphasis added).

But if Lho thinks that power and evil are inextricably linked, and
that both are divinely inspired (which perhaps accounts for his
suicide), the novel as a whole suggests a more differentiated
reading of the nature of power. In its structure, the novel brings
together the fatal Sweeley Street accident and the circumstances
leading to Lho’s suicide. This accident, as observed by the
protagonists and numerous other characters with just walk-on or
incidental roles, is seen variously as pure chance (a “blue Ford
swung out at a lick from the curve; the youth in the red Mini-van
didn’t stand a chance in hell” (p. 75)) or as fated by divine power
and intended as a lesson by the Almighty. The character who is
possibly a revenant Lho seems to be implying this when he says,
“No one is chastened by the tragedy; it will happen again” (p. 58).
Joss’s use of power on the other hand is unambiguously evil,
resulting in Lho’s suicide, the attempted murder of Titch, and in
his involvement in what may or may not have been a hit-and-run
death of a boy in the immediate past (Joss’s story is of a boy who
was bird-nesting and had fallen into the path of his car on the
road). A minor character (though Williams might disagree with
the use of the word “minor” – presenting all points of view as
important) sees Joss as the “spitting image” of the painting of
Christ in St. John’s Church. The text is not suggesting that Joss
is Christ-like; on the contrary, the comparison sets up a contrast
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between Christ’s refusal to give in to the third temptation and
Joss’s acquiescence to it.

This emphasis on spiritual issues is new in Williams’s work.
Other Leopards does touch on the conflict between Muslims and
Christians, but it is not given any spiritual-doctrinal underpin-
ning, and is seen mainly as an added aggravation to intra-regional
political conflicts. At around the same time as he was writing The
Third Temptation, Williams was also exhibiting a fascination with
the Christ figure in his art work. While living in the Mazaruni
area of Guyana, after his return there from the UK in 1968, he
painted what he considered one of his finest paintings, The
Majesta, a portrait of Christ, using leaves reflecting various de-
grees of light for his face.

The moral and spiritual centre of the novel comes in the
dramatic meeting of Joss and Chloë in the church, where –
though the novel refuses commentary or explanations – Joss’s
revelations can be read as clues as to how Williams sees the
psychological motivations – of one man at least – to exercising
power abusively. It is a motivation, Joss’s confessions suggest,
rooted, paradoxically, in his hidden self-perceptions of power-
lessness.

In the church, Chloë finds Joss trembling violently, appar-
ently in prayer, and refusing to look at her (though he has seen her
earlier in the street). He pours out to her his sense of rottenness
and confesses to various shaming episodes in his past (though
nothing about his assault on Titch). It is in their dialogue that we
appear to get an indication of Joss’s spiritual desolation. With
respect to his confessions, Joss tells her, “You’ve done better in a
few minutes than all the people I’ve ever known put together” (p.
103). Given that we are never offered any confirmation of the
truth or falsity of any of the character’s statements, and given that
Joss has also just propositioned Chloë, we have to wonder how
serious Joss is when he makes this comment. The fact, though,
that Joss backs off from the “seduction” (it is fact Chloë who
makes the move, interrupted only when the painting of the
allegedly eye-opening Jesus clatters to the floor) does suggest that
it is safe to read the statement as signalling Joss’s vulnerability
rather than any quality in Chloë as a listener. Where this leads to
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in the trajectory of Joss’s life Williams leaves open, but it is clear
that Joss is no longer the man he once was, though it is also
evident that the sources of his distress extend far back into his
childhood. He has a Calvinist sense of existing in a divinely
ordained world (“so it is ordained” is a repeated phrase), but one
in which the odds are stacked up against him as a victim. In
confessional mode he tells Chloë about a terrible childhood
dream in which a boy is condemned to eat a granite mountain
outside his bedroom window before daybreak, and is terrified of
the morning not just because of the task, but “because he might
meet the person who set him the task and then he would have to
destroy this person…” (p. 97). There are his confessions of
shooting one of his platoon during the war, a man too frightened
to expose himself to enemy fire, and of shooting a mortally
wounded enemy combatant. Too truly, as he confesses to Chlöe,
“there’s blood on my hands all right” (p. 99), but what is signifi-
cant in all these stories (and that of the boy who allegedly falls in
the path of his car from a bird-nesting accident) is Joss’s sense of
outrage that these things should happen to him. He shoots the
man not to put him out of his misery but “because he made it happen
to me” (p. 119, emphasis in original). What is evident in his
confessions (to a stranger he is unlikely to see again) is that he
does not take responsibility for his actions or seek forgiveness.
Defiantly he blames the “murderees” for their plight: “I nearly
stepped on a mass of pulp with a head on it begging me to put it
out of its miseries” (p. 119). For Joss his actions seem to be simply
matters of justifiable self-preservation. To Chloë he denies that
it is a sin: “it’s mortal power, if you like but no sin” (p. 102), but
it seems evident that Lho’s words are eating away in his con-
sciousness.

After his extraordinary exchange with Chloë, Joss meets up
with Sean in a pub, and in a state of agitation tries to keep Sean
with him, for the company. Joss admits he is “feeling sort of sick”
but blames Sean’s “boiled shrimps”, not his agitated frame of
mind (p. 118). He tells Sean that he just met “the Chronicle bitch;
lovely bit of skin” but not that he has confessed so much to her.
Sean himself is concerned only with recovering his letter. The
letter – in two forms, as a draft on a torn-up seaside postcard and
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